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Weather and Bird Behaviour. By Norman Elkins. Illustrated by 
Crispin Fisher. Poyser, Calton, 1983. 239 pages; 31 black-and-white 
plates; over 30 line-drawings. £12.60. 
T h e subject mat te r of the book deals mainly with the effects of the normal and abnormal 
variabili ty of a tmospheric conditions, over hours, days and weeks, on the behaviour of birds 
within the annua l weather cycle. T h e range of subjects is wide, describing the basic effects on 
the behavioural characteristics of flight, feeding, aerial feeding, breeding, comfort, and 
migrat ion, including the part icular conditions for the migration of soaring birds and those for 
seabirds , the disruptive effects of extreme weather, and those leading to migrational drift, 
d isplacement and vagrancy. T h e first chapter explains the major features of the global 
a tmospher ic circulations and , in particular, those systems affecting the northern hemisphere, 
with their a t t endan t cyclones and anticyclones. T h e author is a professional meteorologist and 
an experienced ama teu r ornithologist: the unique qualifications necessary to achieve the 
synthesis of the two disciplines over such a wide range of topics. 

T h e book certainly fills a gap in the birdwatcher 's library, and should provide greater 
s t imulus to those eager minds trying to interpret what they have observed, and why they 
should include weather details in their reports. After knowing where to look for your birds, the 
wea ther then tells you when and how to find them, and this book provides many clues to make 
b i rdwatching more satisfying, whether censusing or tracking down those elusive vagrants. 

Those readers who are allergic to equations and tables of statistics need no medicine, and 
the familiar meteorological synoptic charts appear only when relevant to illustrate an example 
of the weather si tuations being discussed. Although familiar, these charts do need 
interpretat ion, and perhaps a part icular reference to one of the more easily digestible books 
providing a fuller description could have been given. T h e inclusion of a chart illustrating the 
measured wind and tempera ture fields at higher altitudes, which are frequently substantially 
different from the surface values al night, would also have been instructive for some examples 
of migrat ion. 

T h e inlbrmalion presented on bird behaviour has been gleaned from many sources, and a 
selection of the references used is provided. The explanations derived from direct observations 
of the behaviour in the field are more reliable than those using remote sensing data, laboratory 
da ta and unobserved behaviour assumptions, which can change substantially when new facts 
emerge. The current understanding of atmospheric turbulence, for instance, is incomplete at 
the length and time scales experienced b \ flying insects and birds, and from observation they 
know how to exploit it. The particular properties ofthc more organised flow found in (hernials 
are extensively co\ ered and well understood, with the birds taking great advantages from the 
free lift provided. I was surprised to find no plate depicting a radar picture of a typical 
migrat ion in progress in an interesting weather situation. Inevitably. those weather conditions 
which catch out the unwary bird are highlighted, and, as pointed out, involve predominantly 
voung birds. The numbers involved are usuallv small compared with the total population, 
which can interpret the weather signs perhaps better than we do from our insulated viewpoint. 

I hope that most birdwatchers will learn from this book and the author should be admired 
for embarking on this enterprise and congratulated for producing a very readable and 
st imulat ing work. I particularly like the summary paragraphs at the end of each chapter. 
Crispin Fisher's line-drawings are excellent and capture a wonderful sense of movement, so 
appropr ia te to the theme of the book. K E I T H A I . I . S O P F 

Travel Diaries of a Naturalist. By Peter Scott. Edited by Miranda 
Weston-Smith. Photographs by Philippa Scott. Collins, London, 1983. 287 
pages; over 200 colour illustrations; many line-drawings. £12.95. 
Sir Peter Scott admits in his introduction that these diaries are only rareh a daily record of 

h u m a n encounters, emotions and relations. What we have instead is an amazingly detailed 

account ol his travels and observations from 1956 to 1971. in Australia, New Zealand, New 

Guinea, the Galapagos, South and Fast Attica, the Falklands and Antarctica. 
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Not having been to any ol these places (I must try not to let envv creep into this review). I 
was eager lor a sense of atmosphere and perhaps more excitement than was conveyed at least 
in the first part of the book. The writing of these early adventures is almost too detailed: evcrv 
move is noted, every encounter with a new species is recorded, with some of them coming 
under the closest possible scrutiny. IA en so. the highlights still manage to shine through—who 
could fail to be excited by the quest for the almost-extinct Takahe? 

From 1959 and the Galapagos onward, the style relaxes, although the observations an* no 
less acute, and some lead to fascinating conclusions on taxonomy and distribution. Not 
surprisingly lor a man ol Sir Peter Scott's wide-ranging talents, these diaries include not only 
na tura l history observations, but also accounts of sailing in Australia, gliding in South Africa 
and New Zealand (there is even a drawing of a Skylark I l ib ) and snorkelling in the Galapagos 
and on the ( n e a t Barrier Reef, to say nothing of chats with Prince Charles and discussions on 
conservation with President Kenneth K a u n d a o l Zambia. 

I enjoyed the section on Antarctica best, perhaps as a result of his more personal approach 
(it was written mainly for his wife and children) and the inevitable reflections on his father's 
fatal expedition to the South Pole in 1912. Few people have succeeded in distilling the essence 
of an area with just one sentence, but Captain Robert Scott came as close as anyone when he 
wrote 'Great God, this is an awful place. ' 

Ol course, the book does not stand on the merit of the diaries alone. Nearly every page is 
adorned with examples ol field sketching at its best, mostly watercolours, but inks, crayons and 
pencil too, nearly all with a freshness belonging to those works done at the time or shortly 
afterwards. Birds, mammals , reptiles, amphibians, insects, spiders, fish and a few plants, all 
receive equal at tention. The ducks, as we would expect, arc superb, but some of the most 
exciting and vivid pictures are those of underwater life: the hammerhead sharks and golden 
rays are stunning. 

Any lack ol a tmosphere in the text is often compensated lor by a liberal sprinkling of 
Philippa Scott 's excellent photographs, some of them a revelation. The quality of the printing 
is superb, and photographs and drawings are done full justice: altogether, a book to treasure. I 
have only one serious criticism: Philippa Scott was left to do too much packing! 

L A U R E L T U C K E R 
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